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Chapter 1 : How Should Pay Be Linked to Performance?
The most important contributions of this work are: * It is a first attempt to detect anomalies in the behavior of MPI parallel
programs in real-time. We have built a software system that is useful as an anomaly detector, a performance-monitoring
tool to complement other systems, or as a debugging tool.

Amid the turn-of-the-year market optimism, there is one class of securities that consistently outperforms the
rest. Small-company stocks outperform the market and other asset classes during the first two to three weeks
of January. This phenomenon is referred to as the January effect. Occasionally, the turn-of-the-year effect and
the January effect may be addressed as the same trend, because much of the January effect can be attributed to
the returns of small-company stocks. Why Do Calendar Effects Occur? Why are turning days better than any
other days? It has been jokingly suggested that people are happier heading into the weekend and not so happy
heading back to work on Mondays, but there is no universally accepted reason for the negative returns on
Mondays. Unfortunately, this is the case for many calendar anomalies. The January effect may have the most
valid explanation. Once the New Year begins, there is a rush back into the market and particularly into
small-cap stocks. Announcements and Anomalies Not all anomalies are related to the time of week, month or
year. Some are linked to the announcement of information regarding stock splits, earnings, and mergers and
acquisitions. However, before and after a company announces a stock split, the stock price normally rises. The
increase in price is known as the stock split effect. M any companies issue stock splits when their stock has
risen to a price that may be too expensive for the average investor. Empirical evidence suggests that the signal
is correct. For related reading, see Understanding Stock Splits. After announcements, stock prices react and
often continue to move in the same direction. For example, if a positive earnings surprise is announced, the
stock price may immediately move higher. Short-term price drift occurs when stock price movements related
to the announcement continue long after the announcement. When companies announce a merger or
acquisition, the value of the company being acquired tends to rise while the value of the bidding firm tends to
fall. Merger arbitrage plays on potential mispricing after the announcement of a merger or acquisition.
Arbitrageurs aim to take advantage of the pattern that bidders usually offer premium rates to purchase target
firms. Superstitious Indicators Aside from anomalies, there are some nonmarket signals that some people
believe will accurately indicate the direction of the market. Here is a short list of superstitious market
indicators: The Super Bowl Indicator: When a team from the old American Football League wins the game,
the market will close lower for the year. When an old National Football League team wins, the market will end
the year higher. However, the indicator has one limitation: It contains no allowance for an expansion-team
victory. The market rises and falls with the length of skirts. Sometimes this indicator is referred to as the "bare
knees, bull market " theory. To its merit, the hemline indicator was accurate in , when designers switched from
miniskirts to floor-length skirts just before the market crashed. A similar change also took place in , but many
argue as to which came first, the crash or the hemline shifts. Stock prices and aspirin production are inversely
related. This indicator suggests that when the market is rising, fewer people need aspirin to heal
market-induced headaches. Lower aspirin sales should indicate a rising market. Why Do Anomalies Persist?
These effects are called anomalies for a reason: No one knows exactly why anomalies happen. People have
offered several different opinions, but many of the anomalies have no conclusive explanations. There seems to
be a chicken-or-the-egg scenario with them too - which came first is highly debatable. Profiting From
Anomalies It is highly unlikely that anyone could consistently profit from exploiting anomalies. The first
problem lies in the need for history to repeat itself. Second, even if the anomalies recurred like clockwork,
once trading costs and taxes are taken into account, profits could dwindle or disappear. Finally, any returns
will have to be risk-adjusted to determine whether trading on the anomaly allowed an investor to beat the
market. Conclusion Anomalies reflect inefficiency within markets. Some anomalies occur once and disappear,
while others occur repeatedly. History is no predictor of future performance, so you should not expect every
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Monday to be disastrous and every January to be great, but there also will be days that will "prove" these
anomalies true! Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach
you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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Chapter 2 : Template:Business Analysis Guidebook/Print version - Wikibooks, open books for an open wor
With hundreds of investors constantly on the hunt for even a fraction of a percent of extra performance, there should be
no easy ways to beat the market.

Received Oct 7; Accepted Mar 9. This article has been cited by other articles in PMC. Abstract Anomaly
detection is the process of identifying unexpected items or events in datasets, which differ from the norm. In
contrast to standard classification tasks, anomaly detection is often applied on unlabeled data, taking only the
internal structure of the dataset into account. This challenge is known as unsupervised anomaly detection and
is addressed in many practical applications, for example in network intrusion detection, fraud detection as well
as in the life science and medical domain. Dozens of algorithms have been proposed in this area, but
unfortunately the research community still lacks a comparative universal evaluation as well as common
publicly available datasets. These shortcomings are addressed in this study, where 19 different unsupervised
anomaly detection algorithms are evaluated on 10 different datasets from multiple application domains. By
publishing the source code and the datasets, this paper aims to be a new well-funded basis for unsupervised
anomaly detection research. Additionally, this evaluation reveals the strengths and weaknesses of the different
approaches for the first time. As a conclusion, we give an advise on algorithm selection for typical real-world
tasks. This process is commonly known as anomaly detection or outlier detection. The probably first definition
was given by Grubbs in [ 1 ]: Although this definition is still valid today, the motivation for detecting these
outliers is very different now. Back then, the main reason for the detection was to remove the outliers
afterwards from the training data since pattern recognition algorithms were quite sensitive to outliers in the
data. This procedure is also called data cleansing. After the development of more robust classifiers, the interest
in anomaly detection decreased a lot. However, there was a turning point around the year , when researchers
started to get more interested in the anomalies itself, since they are often associated with particular interesting
events or suspicious data records. Since then, many new algorithms have been developed which are evaluated
in this paper. In this context, the definition of Grubbs was also extended such that today anomalies are known
to have two important characteristics: Anomalies are different from the norm with respect to their features and
They are rare in a dataset compared to normal instances. Anomaly detection algorithms are now used in many
application domains and often enhance traditional rule-based detection systems. Intrusion detection is
probably the most well-known application of anomaly detection [ 2 , 3 ]. In this application scenario, network
traffic and server applications are monitored. Potential intrusion attempts and exploits should then be
identified using anomaly detection algorithms. Besides this network-based intrusion detection, also host-based
intrusion detection systems are available, commonly using system call data of a running computers. Most
security vendors often call anomaly detection in this context behavioral analysis [ 4 ]. An important challenge
in these often commercial Intrusion Detection Systems IDS is the huge amount of data to be processed in near
real-time. For this reason, these systems typically use simple but fast anomaly detection algorithms. Intrusion
detection systems are also a good example where anomaly detection complements traditional rule-based
systems: They typically use pattern matching for the fast and reliable detection of known threats while an
additional anomaly detection module tries to identify yet unknown suspicious activity. Fraud detection is
another application of anomaly detection [ 5 ]. Here, typically log data is analyzed in order to detect misuses
of a system or suspicious events indicating fraud. In particular, financial transactions can be analyzed in order
to detect fraudulent accounting [ 6 ] and credit card payments logs can be used to detect misused or stolen
credit cards [ 7 ]. With the strong growth in internet payment systems as well as the increase of offered digital
goods, such as ebooks, music, software and movies, fraud detection becomes more and more important in this
area. This is due to the fact that pure digital transactions attract scammers since they are less likely to be
identified in the real world. Data Leakage Prevention DLP is a third important application scenario, where
sensitive information is protected by detecting data loss at an early stage [ 8 ]. In principle, it is similar to
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fraud detection, but with a focus on near-real-time analysis such that is serves as a precaution method. In this
context, accesses to databases, file servers and other information sources are logged and analyzed in order to
detect uncommon access patterns. In medical applications and life sciences, anomaly detection is also utilized.
One example is patient monitoring, where electrocardiography ECG signals or other body sensors are used to
detect critical, possibly life-threatening situations [ 9 ]. Additionally, anomaly detection is applied for
analyzing medical images, for example computed tomography CT in order to detect abnormal cells or tumors.
In this application, anomaly detection algorithms rely of course on complex image processing methods as a
preprocessing step. In life sciences, anomaly detection might also be utilized to find pathologies and mutants.
Besides these four main application areas, anomaly detection is also used in many specialized applications.
For example, surveillance camera data can be analyzed for suspicious movements [ 10 ], in smart buildings
energy consumption anomalies can be found [ 11 ], mobile communication networks can be monitored [ 12 ]
and also forged documents can be detected by a forensic application investigating printed documents [ 13 ].
Finally, it is also used in very complex systems in order to detect critical states, of which engineers and
developers did not possibly think about during designing the system [ 14 ]. Among all these very different
application domains, synonyms are often used for the anomaly detection process, which include outlier
detection, novelty detection, fraud detection, misuse detection, intrusion detection and behavioral analysis.
However, the basic underlying techniques refer to the same algorithms presented in the following sections.
More detailed information about application domains as well as overviews of proposed algorithms can be
found in the comprehensive surveys of Chandola et al. As we can see from this huge variety, also different
practical requirements exist for anomaly detection algorithms. In some cases they have to be very fast in a near
real-time fashion. In other cases, detection performance is more important due to a high cost of missing an
anomaly. In this context, it is also possible to classify the application domains with respect to the point in time
when an anomaly should be detected. Among the post-incident analysis and the near real-time detection,
additionally a predictive-driven motivation exists, also know as early warning [ 19 ]. Of course, the latter is
the most difficult anomaly detection task, but often major incidents are preceded by minor indications which
can be detected. In this article we present a comparative evaluation of a large variety of anomaly detection
algorithms. Clearly, anomaly detection performance is one very important factor for algorithm selection.
However, we will also outline strength and weaknesses of the algorithms with respect to their usefulness for
specific application scenarios additionally. This supports our main goal that this work should serve as a
guideline for selecting an appropriate unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm for a given task.
Categorization of Anomaly Detection Anomaly Detection Setups In contrast to the well-known classification
setup, where training data is used to train a classifier and test data measures performance afterwards, there are
multiple setups possible when talking about anomaly detection. Basically, the anomaly detection setup to be
used depends on the labels available in the dataset and we can distinguish between three main types as
illustrated in Fig 1:
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Chapter 3 : Making Sense Of Market Anomalies
High Performance Work Practices (HPWPs) are employee management tactics that increase the productivity and profit
of organizations. When these tactics are applied systematically and fairly throughout the organization over time, they
increase employee engagement, support high performance and productivity, build customer trust and loyalty, and in
turn, increase profits.

Spacecraft are exceptionally complex and expensive machines with thousands of telemetry channels detailing
aspects such as temperature, radiation, power, instrumentation, and computational activities. Monitoring these
channels is an important and necessary component of spacecraft operations given their complexity and cost. In
an environment where a failure to detect and respond to potential hazards could result in the full or partial loss
of spacecraft, anomaly detection is a critical tool to alert operations engineers of unexpected behavior.
Anomaly detection systems deployed today typically consist of tiered alarms indicating when values fall
outside of pre-defined limits. There are also limited instances of expert systems and nearest-neighbour based
approaches being tried, but their limitations prevented widespread adoption. A more accurate and scalable
approach to anomaly detection that makes better use of limited engineering resources is required. Any such
system needs to work with data that is highly context dependent and often heterogeneous, noisy, and
high-dimensional. Any anomalies reported should come with a degree of interpretability to aid diagnosis, and
a balance must be struck between false positives and false negatives. An open source implementation of the
the methods described in this paper, together with incident data and telemetry, is available at https: LSTMs to
the rescue? In the terminology of this paper there are three categories of anomaly of interest: Point anomalies
are single values that fall within low-density regions of values Collective anomalies are sequences of values
that are anomalous, whereas any single value in the sequence by itself might not be, and Contextual anomalies
are single values that do not fall within low-density regions of values overall i. Compared to previous
generations of automated anomaly detection, recent advances in deep learning, compute capacity, and neural
network architectures hold promise of a performance breakthrough: LSTMs and related RNNs represent a
significant leap forward in efficiently processing and prioritizing historical information valuable for future
predictionâ€¦. The inherent properties of LSTMs makes them an ideal candidate for anomaly detection tasks
involving time-series, non-linear numeric streams of data. LSTMs are capable of learning the relationship
between past data values and current data values and representing that relationship in the form of learned
weights. Other advantages of LSTMs for anomaly detection include: LSTM-based value prediction, learned in
an unsupervised fashion from normal command and telemetry sequences. An unsupervised thresholding
method that looks at the differences between the value predictions and the actual values to determine whether
prediction errors are indicative of true anomalies A set of filters to further mitigate false positives Value
prediction The LSTM models used for value prediction use input sequences of length and are configured as
follows: A single model is created for each telemetry channel and used to predict values for that channel only.
This helps with traceability when investigating reported anomalies versus predicting m values from a single
model and avoids LSTM problems with accurately predicting m-dimensional outputs for large m. The time
series inputs comprise the telemetry values together with a one-hot encoding of the commands sent to the
spacecraft. Each model is tasked with predicting only the next value i. Dynamic error thresholds Taking the
delta between the predicted value and the actual next value in the telemetry stream gives us a stream of
prediction errors. A window of h historical error values is then used to smooth these errors using an
exponentially-weighted moving average: The set of errors are smoothed to dampen spikes in errors that
frequently occur with LSTM-based predictions â€” abrupt changes in values are often not perfectly predicted
and result in sharp spikes in error values even when this behavior is normal. Given the smoothed values, we
can now apply a simple threshold test to detect candidate anomalies. But how should we set the threshold? Let
the sequence of smoothed error values be. The threshold is selected from the set using the argmax function,
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where z is drawn from an ordered set of positive values representing the number of standard deviations above.
Once has been determined from this set, it is used to compute an anomaly score indicating the severity of the
anomaly. In simple terms, a threshold is found that, if all values above are removed, would cause the greatest
percent decrease in the mean and standard deviation of the smoothed errors. The function also penalises for
having larger numbers of anomalous values and sequences to prevent overly greedy behavior. Then the
highest smoothed error in each sequence of anomalous errors is given a normalized score based on its distance
from the chosen threshold. Mitigating false positives Since false positives are expensive a further pruning
stage is now applied. Now is sorted in descending order. From the sorted sequence, the percentage decrease at
each step is calculated. When a decrease exceeds the threshold p, all preceding sequences remain flagged as
anomalous. If a decrease does not exceed p, and nor do any subsequent decreases, then the following
smoothed error sequences are reclassified as nominal. With sufficient historical data, it is also possible to set a
minimum anomaly score threshold such that any anomaly scoring below this is reclassified as nominal. For
each unique stream of data containing one or more anomalous sequences a 5 day window of data is
constructed around the primary anomaly. This window of data becomes part of the test data set. A further 2
day window immediately prior to the start of the test window is used for training. Telemetry values are
aggregated into one minute windows and evaluated in batches of 70 minutes, which matches the downlink
schedule for SMAP. The size of the smoothing window, h , is set at Here are the results for each spacecraft:
The LSTM models achieved an average normalized absolute error of 5. Only a small subset of the contextual
anomalies â€” those where anomalous telemetry values happen to fall in low-density regions â€” could
theoretically be detected using limit-based or density-based approaches. Deployment The methods presented
in this paper have been implemented into a system that is currently being piloted by SMAP operations
engineers. Over channels are being monitored in near real-time as data is downloaded from the spacecraft and
models are trained offline every three days with early stopping. We have successfully identified several
confirmed anomalies since the initial deployment in October The major issue being worked on now is to
reduce the number of false positives the bane of many an alerting system!
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Chapter 4 : What are High Performance Work Practices? - Minerva Work Solutions, PLLC
Any such system needs to work with data that is highly context dependent and often heterogeneous, noisy, and
high-dimensional. Any anomalies reported should come with a degree of interpretability to aid diagnosis, and a balance
must be struck between false positives and false negatives.

As co-chair of the Guidebook Committee, I would like to thank all of the committee members for their
knowledge, drafted sections, and passion in putting this terrific resource together. This would not be possible
without your commitment and experience. For a list of initial contributors, please go to the Noted Contributors
later in this book. As a PM Director, I find that projects with a dedicated BA are far more efficient and
effective than those without one. This wikibook is dedicated to all the Business Analysts out there helping
their business units meet their goals, day after day, project after project!! They are responsible for ensuring
that all Stakeholders share a common understanding of requirements and project or operational deliverables.
This is accomplished by: This includes tasks associated with participation and leadership throughout the
Project or Application lifecycles. When we initially envisioned this Guidebook, we had grand plans of not
only developing this book, but also developing training and a companion mentorship program to help grow
Business Analysts in NYS Government. Helping us Edit The Book[ edit ] You will note there are a few
section headings and notes within this wikibook that are blank or reference things to come. We felt that to gain
acceptance of this guide as a NYS standard--we would be better served having NYS help us put on the
finishing touches together. We would like this to be a collaborative effort that we can all use and follow.
While we will happily accept any and all feedback and edits--we strongly encourage you to set up a wiki
account and make your edits logged in. This will be helpful to the Committee as we review and modify the
book going forward. It will also prevent your IP address from being publicly exposed while you make edits.
We look forward to your collaborative contributions to define a common approach for Business Analysis work
in New York State! What is a Business Analyst? Some examples of different types include: Business Analysts
have very strong business skills and understanding of the business domain. Their key role is to analyze
business processes, procedures, architectures, etc. These analysts are more involved in what the IIBA defines
as enterprise analysis and are likely to be involved prior to the initiation of an information technology IT
project. IT Analysts are focused on requirements elicitation and analysis, and solving problems using
information technology solutions. This analyst serves as a bridge between business and IT and generally
begins work after a project has been initiated. Systems Analysts are an IT information information system
analysts who are more focused on system design and the technical aspects of the solution. The most important
element is the business focus; ensuring business needs are understood and communicated so that problem
solutions meet the business needs and goals. Solutions may be IT related, non-IT related, or some combination
of the two. The business analyst is responsible for eliciting the actual needs of stakeholders not simply their
expressed desires and often play a central role in aligning the capabilities delivered by information technology
with the needs of business units. It was at this point that some effort was made to better understand what
exactly a Business Analyst is, and what BA responsibilities should include. These definitions will ensure that
staff can focus on BA activities and are allocated only to those tasks, rather than as an addendum to the
responsibilities for other jobs within an Agency. Working together from the beginning, they set the stage for
success by accurately planning and clearly defining the expected outcomes. Each role provides specialized
capabilities and is responsible for a different set of tasks. The PM keeps an eye on the management of the
project, ensuring the project delivers on time, on budget and with the full scope of the requirements met. The
BA focuses on understanding and aligning the planned solutions with the needs of the stakeholders. The
Project Manager owns and manages the execution and completion of project deliverables. The Business
Analyst owns the development and elaboration of the business requirements, from understanding the business
need to ensuring that the delivered solution meets the identified need. This approach ensures that the result
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deliverable will be successful, adding the intended value to the organization. On some projects one person is
required to act as both the PM and the BA. This is often the case on smaller projects. For the individual, the
challenge is to be aware of the overarching project management activities and manage the balance between
those activities and the BA activities that must also occur. For larger projects playing both roles puts the
project at risk for either rushing requirements elicitation and analysis tasks and missing important
requirements or spending too much time working on requirements and jeopardizing the project schedule. It is
imperative that a BA gets access to and involvement of stakeholders during the life of a project, but especially
at inception. Since the final product usually a system is geared towards the end-user, it is vitally important to
have them for areas like helping to drive the usability and usage of the end-product, helping to define the
business rules, performing User Acceptance Testing, etc. This will also go a long way in the effort of
modeling the system. Different models can be the perfect representation to different stake-holders, and the
level of detail may vary for different audience members. Some common models are flow diagrams, ER
Diagrams, use-case diagrams, systems diagrams, architectural diagrams, prototypes and even presentations.
Much confusion can be avoided by determining what artifacts are needed, and having a clear picture of what
each is. Questions that a BA can ask are: Do I create functional or non-functional requirements? Do I create a
business use case? Do I create a system use case? Do I create a user story? Is a use case needed at all, based on
the methodology in place? A BA must be clear about the methodology being used: Example - Is it Agile? By
introducing activities that are not in line with the methodology being used in their organization, much effort
can be wasted in activities that are not needed, and can lead to inadequate planning and timelines. The
user-story would serve a purpose similar to a use case, but a use case would not be needed. Some tools help to
make the work of a BA much easier, especially as it pertain to managing requirements. As listed in the
following examples, the lack of some of these tools can make the work of a BA much more time-consuming,
and can hamper efforts with other team members like quality assurance staff. There can be added
complications when a BA wears the hat of multiple resources - Example: When the lines are blurred or
crossed, it can create problems as it relates to division of labor, conflict of interest, etc. There is danger in too
much wasted effort, if a BA is not careful about minimizing non-value-adding activities. Examples include
developing more artifacts and models than are needed, creating requirements that go beyond the business and
may incorporate design, falling into the trap of a drawn-out process of clarifying all requirements up front. If
need be, a freeze must be set to prohibit any further changes for a particular release, and further changes
handled in future iterations. If Stakeholders are not sold on a project, there is a greater likelihood of their not
making decisions that can move a project along, not being available for meetings and discussions, or causing a
project to not even get off the ground. Often those from within the organization have strong backgrounds in
either the business or its IT department. Regardless of background, there are four skill sets that any Business
Analyst will strive to improve: Understanding of the business, its culture, and its domain e. Much time is
given to understanding the organizational structure, its mission, resources, output, and the framework in which
it operates non-profit, government, etc. Secondly, a strong understanding of IT principles is needed as most
business solutions involve IT systems. These principles include how information technology works computers,
networks, internet, cloud, etc. Many community colleges and technical schools offer introductory or overview
coursework. Thirdly, BA techniques are well documented and can be found in many books, magazines and
webinars. Techniques include investigation, stakeholder assessment, elicitation, business process and IT
systems analysis, requirements gathering, data modeling, facilitation, presentation, project management,
change management, and strategic analysis. Behavioral skills are the essential keys for a successful business
analyst. These skills can be grouped as inter-personal and analytical skills. The Business Analyst must have
good communication skills in order to obtain data and then present a proposed course of action, all the while
reducing the anxiety of change. These skills include good listening, empathy, elicitation, common language,
and the ability to adjust the language to the audience. Good communication skills build relationships,
positively influence others, develop cohesive team work, and effect confidence. Critical thinkers will dig
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deeper and deeper and sift through conflicting information to find the true situation and the real business need.
With experience, the Business Analyst will even be able to pre-assess the degree of analysis needed. For those
currently in the role it may also reveal root causes for any frustration or success. The more questions you agree
with, the greater is your potential in succeeding in a Business Analyst role. Taking this non-scientific
questionnaire may reveal a need for a better sense of your own qualities and personalities. There are
self-assessment tools available for this discovery: Take the following aptitude test; the questions were adapted
for government use from original material developed by Barbara K.
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Chapter 5 : Investor Home - Fundamental Anomalies
Anomaly is a standalone S.T.A.L.K.E.R. mod powered by an x64 version of Open X-Ray. Built upon Last Day, the mod
continues its way on expanding and adding new features while maintaining a high level of quality and replay value.

Replaces russian voices of special characters from all 3 stalker gamers with english voices. The progression
difficulty affects a lot of aspects: Trade, repair and upgrade costs. Loots in general items, money. Chances of
stash discovery. Max uses of medkits. Condition of looted weapons and more. These options will be shown
only if your save is loaded. Changes done to progression factors will be applied to your current playthrough
only. Crafting System Introducing new crafting system. An alternative way to obtain equipment through your
playthrough rather than relying completely on traditional trading: A set of 5 kits that allow the player to craft
all kinds of items: Basic toolkit crafts basic kits and devices, tier-1 upgrade parts Advanced toolkit crafts
better kits and devices, tier-2 upgrade parts Export toolkit crafts advanced kits and devices, tier-3 upgrade
parts Drug-making kit crafts all kind of meds and drugs Gunsmithing kit crafts better ammo out of old and
damaged variants Each kit has 7 max uses. Added special recipes and guides. Reading them will unlock new
craft recipes for the said kits. Crafting kits and recipes can be found mainly through stashes and loots. New
special category Notes. Stores personal notes such as crafting recipes, notes and letters from other stalkers
WIP Ironman states can be seen in a special note in the encyclopedia Item management Added the ability to
combine multi-use items reduce overall weight Added the ability to separate multi-use items selling parts
instead of full set Added the ability to disassemble the majority of available items, the player will obtain basic
materials that can be reused for crafting or repairing purposes. Swiss Knife and Grooming kit have 7 max
uses, both can be used to disassemble small items or in crafting other items. Multitool has unlimited uses as
usual. Added new upgrades tree for binoculars. New documents that can be found on corpses. Consumes a
considerable amount of UPD power Guitar and Harmonica are usable items Geiger counter will consume
power upon use. Personal Notes will unlock random stash location. Added special mutant parts meat, parts,
hide for the new mutants Lurker, Psysucker Field cooking kit has 3 max uses, it can be used on campfires for
low-tier meat or Charcoal for high-tier meat. Army Kettle has 7 max uses, it can be used on campfires or
charcoal. Cooks all kind of meat. Multi-fuel stove has unlimited uses. Can cook all meat. Requires high-tier
fuel Added new set of misc items and basic materials, useful for crafting. Artefacts The artefacts have been
reworked from the ground in order to bring their usefulness back and separate them in types and tiers WIP:
Restored health and carry weight boosting artefacts. Fixed broken values of some containers Fixed the
included ZoneExpanded artefacts mod for real tho Copper coil is required. The artefact used in the process
will become an inactive variant. Removed Artefact Handling Tool , simply drag and drop artefacts on
containers to put them in. General Added new Extra Options menu, press F1 in the main menu to access it.
Slightly reduced the possibility of finding smoke. Equipment condition can be seen from the notes section.
Reduced prices of upgrade parts to half the value price exploiting reasons Improved many item icons Added
new button to mutant loot UI Loot all parts Adjusted gulag job: Improved the main script for better
optimization. Added the ability to make new music playlists. Debug spawner will load sections automatically,
it uses blacklist instead to prevent specific sections from appearing Fixed weird spawns in few areas ex: It
serves no actual purpose Removed robbery on sleep option. Restored Show Tracers option Unload all
weapons key has been moved to keybinds tab Economy related options has been removed. The manager no
longer relies on blacklists. A whitelist is used instead to spawn specified items. This has been done as a final
fix to the massive amount of sections and bugged items coming from stashes. Added the ability to blacklist
specific items from being included in stashes for specific progression difficulties. This can be used to prevent
selected items from appearing in stashes in harder difficulties. No need to run checks all time All instances of
alife: Anytime constructor called for UI element ie. AutoDelete true Fixed few sounds with missing ogg
comments Improved table insertions in important scripts Removed unused scripts Reworked and improved
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item management scripts for more optimization. Sorted hundreds of messy config files.
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Chapter 6 : Top 7 Market Anomalies Investors Should Know
performance data is that we do not need to know whether a In our previous work [27], we proposed a statistical data
reduction so this is not an anomaly. We.

Value Value investing is probably the most publicized anomaly and is frequently touted as the best strategy
for equity investing. There is a large body of evidence documenting the fact that historically, investors
mistakenly overestimate the prospects of growth companies and underestimate value companies. Professors
Josef Lakonishok , Robert W. Vishny , and Andrei Shleifer of LSV Asset Management concluded that "value
strategies yield higher returns because these strategies exploit the mistakes of the typical investor and not
because these strategies are fundamentally riskier. Chan and Josef Lakonishok reviewed and updated the
literature regarding the performance of value versus growth strategies through and provided some new results
based on an updated and expanded sample. They concluded that common measures of risk do not support the
argument that the return differential is a result of the higher riskiness of value stocks, but rather, in their
opinion, is due to behavioral considerations and the agency costs of delegated investment management. Meir
Statman states "There are enough papers now that show risk is not what underlies outperformance. It is
emotion; it is sentiment. There are many criteria that fall within the value classification. A common technique
is to divide an index into high price to book value growth stocks and low price to book value value stocks. In
addition, there is some evidence that growth fund managers have been more successful at beating their
benchmarks than value managers and in many cases have outperformed their value peers. The following are
anomalies based on fundamentals and value that have been documented to outperform the market in long-term
studies. The effects are related to varying degrees and investors using the different techniques will commonly
select many of the same stocks. Fama and French also ranked the deciles by beta and found that the value
stocks had lower risk and the growth stocks had the highest risk. The study had a profound impact in the
academic community and made headlines in part because Fama was a long-time champion of the Capital
Asset Pricing Model. Some researchers now believe that "value" represents a risk factor that investors are
compensated for just as investors expect higher returns from stocks as opposed to bonds. The argument here is
that value stocks are risky because they are down-and-out and in danger of getting worse, therefore investors
need to be compensated with higher returns in exchange for accepting the risk of investing in value stocks.
Others argue against the notion that value is a risk factor. Davis , Eugene Fama and Ken French documented
the performance of low price to book value stocks in the out of sample period from to Characteristics,
Covariances, and Average Returns: High Dividend Yield Numerous studies have concluded that high yielding
stocks tend to outperform. Patel, Souheang Yao, and Heath Barefoot of Credit Suisse found that while high
dividend yield stocks did indeed outperform their lower yield counterparts, the 8th decile stocks produced the
best returns. Neglected Stocks Neglected stocks commonly are selected by those that follow a contrarian
strategy of buying stocks that are out of favor. They studied the best and worst performers over the preceding
five and three year periods. They found that the best performers over the previous period subsequently
underperformed, while the poor performers from the prior period produced significantly greater returns than
the NYSE index. An interesting debate regarding value investing evolved from T. They formed a list of
"Excellent" companies based on a number of factors including asset growth, book value growth, and return on
assets. Following up on their work, Michelle Clayman 4 studied the performance of the "excellent" firms and
another group she termed "unexcellent" by going "in search of disaster" and found that the characteristics of
the excellent companies quickly reverted to the mean in the years following their excellent performance. The
unexcellent companies also reverted to the mean and showed substantial improvement. The stocks of the
unexcellent firms significantly outperformed the excellent companies over the years that followed. Campbell,
Jens Hilscher, Jan Szilagyi found that since , financially distressed stocks have delivered anomalously low
returns, which is inconsistent with the conjecture that the value and size effects are compensation for the risk
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of financial distress also here Journal of Finance , December International Value Studies Interestingly,
numerous studies of foreign stock markets have come to similar conclusions regarding growth and value
stocks. The implication is that investors worldwide not only Americans systematically misprice value stocks.
Carlo Capaul, Ian Rowley, and William Sharpe 5 studied six countries from January through June and found
that Value Stocks outperformed growth stocks on average in each country. Sanders, CFA 6 also studied six
countries from through and also found that value outperformed the benchmark in each country. Stocks were
divided into quintiles based on price to book value and adjusted annually. In each country the low price to
book value quintile outperformed. Michael Keppler 8 studied the performance of 18 country indexes from
through The indexes were grouped into quartiles based on dividend yield and adjusted quarterly. In both local
currencies and dollars, the most profitable strategy would have been to own the highest yielding quartile of
indexes. Researchers also recently came to similar conclusions regarding Korean stocks 9. From through ,
book-market and sales-price ratios were positively related to performance. Moskowitz , and Lasse Heje
Pedersen find that "value and momentum ubiquitously generate abnormal returns for individual stocks within
several countries, across country equity indices, government bonds, currencies, and commodities. After
Transactions Costs One study followed up on the question of whether the value anomaly worked after
transactions costs The authors found that after adjusting for 1. They concluded that the optimal rebalancing
period for long positions in these securities was two years. They conclude "We propose that the value
premium is simply beyond the reach of investors The bid-ask spread , transaction costs , and the price impact
of trading likely work against capture of the value premium in small-cap stocks. Hence, investors should
harbor no illusion that pursuit of a value style will generate superior long-run performance.
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Chapter 7 : Russell Anomaly: Doubles Index Returns - 10 New Selections For | Seeking Alpha
Here is an example of an anomaly that is otherwise uncorrelated with an actual production performance problem: You
can see that we have a high score (93), component count of () beginning with "WTG" and deviation of () units.

Share Loading the player It is generally a given that there are no free rides or free lunches on Wall Street.
With hundreds of investors constantly on the hunt for even a fraction of a percent of extra performance, there
should be no easy ways to beat the market. Nevertheless, certain tradable anomalies seem to persist in the
stock market , and those understandably fascinate many investors. While these anomalies are worth exploring,
investors should keep this warning in mind â€” anomalies can appear, disappear and re-appear with almost no
warning. Consequently, mechanically following any sort of trading strategy can be very risky. Here are seven
market anomalies investors should know more about. Small Firms Tend to Outperform The first stock market
anomaly is that smaller firms that is, smaller capitalization tend to outperform larger companies. As anomalies
go, the small-firm effect makes sense. Accordingly, smaller firms typically are able to grow much faster than
larger companies, and the stocks reflect this. January Effect The January effect is a rather well-known
anomaly. Here, the idea is that stocks that underperformed in the fourth quarter of the prior year tend to
outperform the markets in January. The reason for the January effect is so logical that it is almost hard to call
it an anomaly. Investors will often look to jettison underperforming stocks late in the year so that they can use
their losses to offset capital gains taxes or to take the small deduction that the IRS allows if there is a net
capital loss for the year. Likewise, investors will often avoid buying underperforming stocks in the fourth
quarter and wait until January to avoid getting caught up in this tax-loss selling. As a result, there is excess
selling pressure before January and excess buying pressure after Jan. Low Book Value Extensive academic
research has shown that stocks with below-average price-to-book ratios tend to outperform the market.
Though it is true that low price-to-book stocks outperform as a group, individual performance is idiosyncratic,
and it takes very large portfolios of low price-to-book stocks to see the benefits. Neglected Stocks A close
cousin of the "small-firm anomaly," so-called neglected stocks are also thought to outperform the broad
market averages. The idea here is that as these companies are "discovered" by investors, the stocks will
outperform. Research suggests that this anomaly actually is not true â€” once the effects of the difference in
market capitalization are removed, there is no real outperformance. Consequently, companies that are
neglected and small tend to outperform because they are small , but larger neglected stocks do not appear to
perform any better than would otherwise be expected. With that said, there is one slight benefit to this
anomaly â€” though the performance appears to be correlated with size, neglected stocks do appear to have
lower volatility. Not only does statistical evidence back this up, the anomaly makes sense according to
investment fundamentals. If a stock is a top performer in the market, odds are that its performance has made it
expensive; likewise, the reverse is true for underperformers. Reversals also likely work in part because people
expect them to work. The Days of the Week Efficient market supporters hate the "Days of the Week" anomaly
because it not only appears to be true; it makes no sense. Research has shown that stocks tend to move more
on Fridays than Mondays, and that there is a bias toward positive market performance on Fridays. It is not a
huge discrepancy, but it is a persistent one. On a fundamental level, there is no particular reason that this
should be true. Some psychological factors could be at work here, though. Perhaps an end-of-week optimism
permeates the market as traders and investors look forward to the weekend. Alternatively, perhaps the
weekend gives investors a chance to catch up on their reading, stew and fret about the market, and develop
pessimism going into Monday. The idea behind this theory was basically that investors could beat the market
by selecting stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial Average that had certain value attributes. Investors practiced
different versions of the approach, but the two most common were: It is unclear whether there was ever any
basis in fact for this approach, as some have suggested that it was a product of data mining. To some extent,
this is simply a modified version of the reversal anomaly; the Dow stocks with the highest yields probably
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were relative underperformers and would be expected to outperform. The Bottom Line Attempting to trade
anomalies is a risky way to invest. Many anomalies are not even real in the first place, but they are also
unpredictable. Since these analyses often exclude real-world effects like commissions, taxes and bid-ask
spreads , the supposed benefits often disappear in the hands of real-world individual investors. With that said,
anomalies can still be useful to an extent. It seems unwise to actively trade against the "Day of the Week"
effect, for instance, and investors are probably better off trying to do more selling on Friday and more buying
on Monday. Likewise, it would seem to make sense to try to sell losing investments before tax-loss selling
really picks up and to hold off buying underperformers until at least well into December. All in all, though, it
is probably no coincidence that many of the anomalies that seem to work come back to the basic principles of
investing. Small companies do better because they grow faster, and undervalued companies tend to outperform
because investors scour the markets for them and push the stocks back up to more reasonable levels.
Ultimately, then, there is nothing really unusual about that at all â€” the notion of buying good companies at
below-market valuations is a tried-and-true investment philosophy that has held up for generations. Trading
Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you how to start investing.
Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.

Chapter 8 : A Comparative Evaluation of Unsupervised Anomaly Detection Algorithms for Multivariate Data
Anomaly Performance *Does not include the 9 stock selections that were added to the index. "where stocks with low
returns over the last year tend to have low returns for the next few.

Chapter 9 : S.T.A.L.K.E.R. Anomaly Repack Update file - Mod DB
High-performance team leaders stay on message, they constantly communicate and keep people focused on the vision
and mission to accomplish. It's easy for anyone to get distracted or miss a turn.
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